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CONRAD PREBY'S CONCERT HALL
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PERFORMING MUSIC BY

JONATHAN MATTSON
JARED MATTSON
LOUIS ANDRIESEN
DENMAN MARONEY
JOHN CAGE
BOBBY HUTCHERSON

Rad -- Jonathan Mattson
Aquarian Moon -- Bobby Hutcherson
Frogs -- Denman Maroney
The Air We Breathe -- Jared Mattson
Credo In US -- John Cage
Junk Stills -- Jared Mattson & Jonathan Mattson
Workers Union -- Louis Andriessen
Chinine -- Jared Mattson & Jonathan Mattson

Rad ...................... Jonathan Mattson, Andrew Lessman - Drumskit
Aquarian .................. Jonathan Mattson - Drums, Jared Mattson - Guitar, Brian Archinal - Vibraphones, Matt Wohl - Bass, Adam Tindle - Saxophone
Frogs .......................... Jonathan Mattson - Drums, Jared Mattson - Guitar, Matt Wohl - Bass, Danny Sanchez - Piano, Danny Sanchez - Trumpet
The Air We Breathe .... Jared Mattson and Nick Dayes - Guitar
Credo .......................... Credo - Jonathan Mattson & Brian Archinal - Percussion, Jared Mattson - Phonograph, Clint Davis - Piano
Junk Stills ....................... Jonathan Mattson - Drums, Jared Mattson - Guitar, Loops
Workers Union .......... Jonathan Mattson - Drums, Jared Mattson - Guitar
Chinine .................... Jonathan Mattson - Drums, Jared Mattson - Guitar, Loops